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this tool is a very helpful tool which has become the most preferred tool for the outlook users who have lost their data and want to recover their lost data. the software is also used in the organizations where they want to recover the data from the damaged email
database. the software works for all the versions of outlook and supports all the outlook versions from version 2000 to 2013. a user can use the software to recover the password protected emails along with other important data and can recover the emails from
corrupt/deleted outlook mailbox. the software supports all the major operating system such as windows 7, 8, 8.1, vista and also supports all the platforms including windows xp, 2000, and linux. the software can perform functions such as outlook data backup and recovery,
outlook pst recovery, outlook recovery, and data recovery from outlook. the software also has a built-in tool which can repair corrupt, corrupt, and password protected pst files and recover the lost data. the software provides users a solution to repair corrupt and password
protected outlook mailbox files. this software is also known as a miracle tool, which supports all the outlook email related problems and can repair the corrupted or damaged files. the software is easy to use and can repair the corrupted or damaged outlook files. the
software can repair corrupt and damaged.pst files and can repair corrupt and damaged.pst files and can repair the corrupt and damaged.eml files and can repair corrupt and damaged.vcf files and can repair corrupt and damaged.msg files and can repair corrupt and
damaged.ost files and can repair corrupt and damaged.ostf files and can repair corrupt and damaged.pst files.
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After choosing the correct program you want to Repair, if you clicked on the OK button as shown in the first image, the Software would try to Repair the selected PST File. In this case, it will attempt to repair the account password for the selected PST File.The software
displays success/failure messages to let you know what it is doing. If the PST file can be repaired without password recovery then the utility would quit.Seeing a failure, you can click on retry and that would try again to repair the PST file using the decrypted password. If
password recovery for the PST file is successful, then the utility would quit. In this case, I selected PST File as the object of repair, clicked on the OK button and it opened the Inbox Recovery window and some instructions for the procedure.In the first image, I chose the C

option and selected the Recovery Type as the 'Email Entries' as shown in the first image.Clicking on the OK button, the software opens and starts scanning the selected PST file to locate all its data and files. The progress of the scan is visible at the top as shown in the
second image. The software has good progress indicators and only when all the files and data are found it would quit. I went ahead to allow the software to process the files and folders it has found and left the scan for a while for it to process the data.As soon as all the

data is found and processed, an OK message is displayed as shown in the 3rd image.The 4th Image shows the result of the scan. All the data is recovered from the repaired PST File. 5ec8ef588b
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